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Chan, Esther

Subject: FW: a few bits - Goodship

 
 

From: Miller-Johnson, Lavine  

Sent: 29 July 2016 09:29 
To: 'John McCooke'; Samuel Williams; Stephan; Chan, Esther; Jay Clifford 

Subject: RE: a few bits - Goodship 

 
Dear John, 
 
Thank you for your email. It is unfortunate they your system isn’t working as it should be in order to pull off 
the requested weekend. In this instance it is ok for us to accept a weekend before or after the date 
requested, as it is to get an idea of how the premises runs on the busy nights. However it is imperative that 
this is corrected immediately because if a serious incident took place the local authorities and Police would 
need to see the exact weekend/date/time requested. If this would not be available upon request you would 
be in breach of the following licensing condition: 
 
1. CCTV shall be installed and maintained in a working condition. 
 
2. All CCTV recordings shall be kept for 31 days and shall be made available to police and licensing 
officers if requested. 
 
Please ensure that the equipment is check everyday before opening and at closing to make sure that it is 
running correctly. 
 
Kind regards 
 
Lavine Miller-Johnson  
Licensing Officer 
Planning, Tranportation & Licensing 
Brent Council 
0208 937 5536 
www.brent.gov.uk  

 

Brent Civic Centre, Engineers Way, Wembley, Middlesex, HA9 0FJ 
 
From: John McCooke [mailto:john.mccooke@gmail.com]  

Sent: 28 July 2016 18:11 

To: Samuel Williams; Stephan; Chan, Esther; Miller-Johnson, Lavine; Jay Clifford 
Subject: Re: a few bits - Goodship 

 
I am copying in Lavine and  Esther from the council and also Jay from the CCTV company.  Jay, any 
idea?  We urgently need this for a licence review at The Good Ship.  Esther/Lavine, is there an alternative 
weekend we can pull off in case this is somehow unrescuable? 
 
John 
07949 008253 
 
On Thu, Jul 28, 2016 at 4:40 PM, Samuel Williams <samjjwilliams@gmail.com> wrote: 
So, I have been going through these files all day. I have got the 8th/9th and the 22nd. The files for the 1st 
and 2nd keep coming up with "no files found".  
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Anyone got any idea why this is as this has never happened before and I'm unsure what to do?  I have a 
suspicion that someone might be turning off the CCTV system at the wall. We need to make sure that no 
one Sound Engineer/Dj/Barstaff is turning off the CCTV plug because then we have no footage to show.  
 
John, if you know of this happening before that would be great and I could call Manuele (who I believe 
installed the system?) as he might know.  
 
If not, is there another footage that the police might need me to burn for them?   
 
On Wed, Jul 27, 2016 at 9:48 AM, John McCooke <john.mccooke@gmail.com> wrote: 
ta lads, yes the other one is top priority, I was going to deliver it but if not available til Monday someone 
will probably have to deliver it or be at the bar for them to collect. 
 
On Wed, Jul 27, 2016 at 12:34 AM, Stephan <stephanoneil@hotmail.com> wrote: 
The other dates John sent are of top priority over this, ideally have everything by the weeks end  
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
On 27 Jul 2016, at 00:31, Samuel Williams <samjjwilliams@gmail.com> wrote: 

Ok, will get that sorted! Probably have it ready Thursday evening? Are they coming to pick 
them up again?  
 
On Wednesday, 27 July 2016, Stephan <stephanoneil@hotmail.com> wrote: 
Yeah I'd get about 02:45 to 03:15 Friday 22/7 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
On 26 Jul 2016, at 22:54, John McCooke <john.mccooke@gmail.com> wrote: 

tell Sam the exact time Steve, about 3am I think just five mins worth, check 
for the guys hassling Steve on the door from the door one and the front one 
that please mate.  Also, check how many days we can go back, this is vital, 
they keep asking me. 
 
On Tue, Jul 26, 2016 at 10:09 PM, Samuel Williams 
<samjjwilliams@gmail.com> wrote: 
Yeah, that no problem the system is just a lot slower than in guessing it should 
be so I will have to set aside time for it.  
 
What is the CCTV footage needed from last weekend?  
 
On Tuesday, 26 July 2016, John McCooke <john.mccooke@gmail.com> 
wrote: 
its about 4 hours on 4 nights right?  Get that one done before the one from last 
weekend please mate. 
 
On Tue, Jul 26, 2016 at 10:01 PM, Samuel Williams 
<samjjwilliams@gmail.com> wrote: 
Ok, I will have to do it tomorrow! Will take a couple of hours to download as 
they are asking for a lot of footage and it's probably not best to start 
downloading footage on the strewn behind the band ha.   
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On Tuesday, 26 July 2016, John McCooke <john.mccooke@gmail.com> 
wrote: 
just the outside actually please mate. 
 
On Tue, Jul 26, 2016 at 8:34 PM, Samuel Williams 
<samjjwilliams@gmail.com> wrote: 
Is there a specific area of the bar that they want? Or just all of the footage of 
all of the cameras?  
 
On Tue, Jul 26, 2016 at 11:00 AM, John McCooke 
<john.mccooke@gmail.com> wrote: 
cool ta mate 
 
On Tue, Jul 26, 2016 at 11:00 AM, Samuel Williams 
<samjjwilliams@gmail.com> wrote: 
I will get as many done as I can tonight, the burning takes forever as it is a 
rubbish system, If not complete I will go in tomorrow morning and finish up!  
 
 
On Tuesday, 26 July 2016, John McCooke <john.mccooke@gmail.com> 
wrote: 
ta Steve, they will be giving you £54 cash today, please bag up and leave in 
the till.  
 
John 
 
On Tue, Jul 26, 2016 at 10:25 AM, Stephan <stephanoneil@hotmail.com> 
wrote: 

Sam can you burn these off tonight please mate? There's DVDs and USBs 

behind the bar 




